ADAPTIVE RANKING OF FACIAL ATTRACTIVENESS
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ABSTRACT

As humans, we love to rank things. Top ten lists exist for
everything from movie stars to scary animals. Ambiguities
(i.e., ties) naturally occur in the process of ranking when people feel they cannot distinguish two items. Human reported
rankings derived from star ratings abound on recommendation websites such as Yelp and Netflix. However, those websites differ in star precision which points to the need for ranking systems that adapt to an individual user’s preference sensitivity. In this work we propose an adaptive system that allows
for ties when collecting ranking data. Using this system, we
propose a framework for obtaining computer-generated rankings. We test our system and a computer-generated ranking
method on the problem of evaluating human attractiveness.
Extensive experimental evaluations and analysis demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of our work.
Index Terms— ranking, rating, adaptive methods, facial
attractiveness
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Fig. 1. In order to rank images, practitioners have generally
used two different techniques to collect user preferences. Rating methods (a) require users to assign a score to each item.
Pairwise comparison (b) asks users to declare a preference
between all possible pairs of items. Our adaptive ranking
method asks the user to divide the items into better/worse categories recursively until the user deems all items in a category
equal in rank.

1. INTRODUCTION
With the growth of social media, people are increasingly willing to provide and avail themselves of recommendations on
the Internet. An example of image ranking occurs in the process of image search. In this case, similarity to a query is
based on the output of a classifier, where the more similar the
image is, the higher the rank. We often would like computer
generated rankings to reflect human preferences and many
ranking tasks have compared their outputs to human results
[1, 2]. Collecting human rankings, however, is a difficult task.
In order to obtain a full ranking of a set of images, a user must
consider all pairs of images [3, 4], which is extremely time
consuming and tedious. In addition to the large number of
comparisons, there are often cases where humans are unable
or unwilling to assert a preference between two images. In
past crowd sourced experiments, researchers have sometimes
provided an “I don’t know” option. This allows users to confer equality or ambiguity to pairs of images.
We investigate this equality in rankings using harvested
image ratings from users. Although not widely used in computer vision, user ratings are prevalent throughout the Inter-

net for recommendations and surveys. An early and influential work that collects user preferences using rankings is
[5], where the users are asked to answer each question with
one of the five responses: Strongly Approve, Approve, Undecided, Disapprove, and Strongly Disapprove. Sites such as
Yelp and Netflix allow users to rate restaurants and movies
from one to five stars. However the two sites use different
star conventions. Yelp allows for half stars whereas Netflix
allows for tenths of a star. Additionally, movies have also
been rated as number of thumbs and even a scale from one
to one hundred. The varying levels of precision allow users
freedom to be more specific in their ratings, but it does complicate the choice of the number of bins to use. Additionally
it is unlikely that all individuals are equally sensitive to the
topic being rated. A wine connoisseur may rate wine on a
far more precise scale than someone who is unfamiliar with
wine.
As for learning and predicting a ranking list, the most
widely used method is based on Support Vector Machines
(SVM) [1, 2, 7]. These ranking techniques ignore equivalent
relationships [8, 9]. In [10], an improved RankSVM is pre-
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Fig. 2. Our system can be divided into four parts. (a) Human labeling process: We ask the users to rank all the images in a
hierarchical manner. The ranking list forms a tree where each node represents a group of unlabeled pictures. As the system
builds a ranking tree, the users are asked to divide each unlabeled node into better and worse groups until they can’t make a
decision. Pictures in the same leaf node are equally attractive to the user. (b) Feature selection: Each image is represented
by a set of facial attributes [6]. (c) We train a tree structured classifier that combines multiple linear SVM classifiers, which
corresponds to the user ranking tree shown in (a). (d) For a new set of images, we put them in the tree-structured SVM classifier
and estimate the attractiveness ranking.
sented to handle equivalence in relative comparisons. When
dealing with large-scale data in web content classification, hierarchical classification is a widely used method. A decision
tree is built to hierarchically classify an item into its corresponding category [11–13], which takes the different importance of hierarchical categories into consideration.
In this paper we investigate image ranking as a method of
collecting user preferences. This method collects preferences
in a hierarchical manner that adapts to different user sensitivity levels. At each iteration, a user is asked to split images into
better or worse categories until the user is no longer able to
split them. This method has no pre-specified number of bins
and allows users to be as precise as they desire for images that
they care about, and imprecise for images that they don’t. We
test our method on facial attractiveness.
Past work in measuring facial attractiveness collected human preferences through ratings [1, 14, 15] or pairwise comparisons [2]. However, as mentioned previously, ratings cannot capture the sensitivity of each user’s preferences, therefore it may not be the best method of collecting user data.
On the other hand, pairwise comparisons are time consuming
and cannot handle the case when users do not have a preference. We avoid the difficulties of previous data collection
techniques by building an adaptive ranking system that allows
users to rate images into any number of bins. Figure 1 compares different ranking methods in terms of time consumed,
ability to handle ties and adaptivity to different user sensitivity levels.
We also focus on a slightly different aspect of facial attractiveness. Rather than sorting a gallery of different individuals,
we ask users to sort a collection of photos of a single individual. User profiles for many websites allow users to provide
a photo of themselves. For dating services, it would be ideal
to put a user’s most attractive photo. For these sites, it may
be desirable to present a different version of the user based

on different visitor preferences. In [16], the authors define a
set of beauty-related attributes (i.e. shape of face, eyes and
lip) and beauty attributes (i.e. hairstyle, make-up), and train a
super-graphs recommendation model between them. Given a
facial image, they infer the most compatible beauty attributes
and synthesize a beautiful facial image. The idea is quite similar to our work, but our goal is finding the relationship between facial attributes and attractiveness.
2. METHODS
The framework of our system is shown in Figure 2. We first
present how to collect an adaptive ranking list from humans
by recursive better vs. worse division, as shown in Figure 2(a).
Then we show how to use a hierarchical-SVM to learn the
ranking list in Figure 2(b) and (c), and to make predictions on
a new set of images in Figure 2(d).
2.1. Human labeling process
To allow for different binnings from different users, we use a
hierarchical labeling system to collect rankings. We ask the
user to keep dividing the images into better vs. worse categories until they can no longer differentiate the images. We
represent our ranking results as a tree, where the root node
contains all the pictures. As shown in Figure 2(a), pictures in
the left child node are more attractive than those in the right
child node. Leaf nodes are formed when a user is unable to
decide which images are more or less attractive. We ask the
user to continue splitting nodes recursively until all the pictures in the root node are put in one leaf node.
Let V represent the set of labels. Here the labels in
V are nodes in a hierarchical classification tree T . V ∈
{0, 1, . . . N − 1} where N = |V| and 0 is the root of the tree.
For each node v ∈ V, A(v) denotes the set of ancestors of v,
D(v) the set of descendants of v and C(v) the set of children

of v. For convenience, we denote D+ (v) = D(v) ∪ v, lc(v)
the left child of v and rc(v) the right child of v. We define
a node v as a leaf node when C(v) = ∅. We also define a
comparative relation between nodes:
u ≺ v, when ∃w ∈ A(u) ∩ A(v),
s.t. u ∈ D+ (lc(w)), v ∈ D+ (rc(w))

(1)

In the human labeling procedure, we want the user to assign
a label yk for each image Ik , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m}, and m is the
number of images we need to label. At the beginning of our
ranking process, we assign all the images with label 0, namely
putting them in the root node yk = 0. Then, as the user iteratively divides the images into better and worse, we assign a
corresponding node label for each picture, until all the images
are labeled with a leaf node. As shown in Equation 1, we can
see the comparative relation between two labels yk and yl is
the same as the relation of attractiveness between two images
Ik and Il , namely:
Ik ≺ Il , when yk ≺ yl
Ik ∼ Il , when yk = yl

(2)

Algorithm 1 illustrates the recursive data collection process in
detail. In order to rank a set of pictures, we simply put all the
pictures in the root node 0 and call the function DIVIDE(0) to
recursively show users a set of unlabeled images and ask for
their responses.
Algorithm 1 Human labeling process
1: procedure DIVIDE (v)
2:
if can’t decide then
3:
return
4:
else
5:
for each Ik , k ∈ {1, . . . m} and yk is v do
6:
if Ik is more attractive then
7:
set yk = lc(v)
8:
else
9:
set yk = rc(v)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
DIVIDE(lc(v))
13:
DIVIDE(rc(v))
14:
end if
15: end procedure
2.2. Learning the Hierarchical-SVM
In this section we describe our learning algorithm for the
adaptive ranking tree. In [10], the authors use RankSVM with
equivalent classes to rank images. The classifier is trained
with labeled pairs of images. Each pair of images belongs either to a set of ordered images, or equivalent images. They
train a ranking function that can maximize the distance between an ordered pair of images and minimize the distance

between an equivalent pair. However, their formulation trains
on a set of pairwise comparisons and is not able to take full
advantage of the ranking tree we build.
Given a set of images Ik , k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , m} and the hierarchical ranking tree T , as described before, our goal is to
learn a function r(Ik ) that maps an image to a rank. At each
node in the tree, the user is asked to label a subset of the images as better or worse, and these labeled images will be used
to train a hierarchical set of binary SVMs. This hierarchical
set of classifiers will rank a set of input images as shown in
Figure 1.
Here we use facial attributes [6] to describe faces. Let
X ⊂ Rn represent the feature domain. After we collect
a ranking result from a user, we run the attribute classifier
and get a set of attribute vectors (x1 , y1 ), . . . (xm , ym ), where
each xk ∈ X and yk ∈ Y. Our goal is to learn a classification function f : X → Y. The hierarchical classification tree
trains a vector ωv ∈ Rn at each node v, and classifier function
f (x) finds the class label y for an input x recursively.
In other words, we find the label for an input by sequentially classifying it into better or worse categories till a leaf
node is reached. In that way, the task of learning f (x) reduces to an optimization problem of learning a set of vectors
ωu :
minimize 21 kωu k2 s.t. ybk (ωu> xk − b) ≥ 1
u ∈ {0, . . . N− 1} and C(u) 6= Φ,
1, yk ∈ D+ (lc(u))
xk ∈ Rn , ybk =
−1, yk ∈ D+ (rc(u))

(3)

In this way, our method creates a ranking list that has a similar structure as the training list adapted to the user’s ranking
sensitivity.
2.3. Associating new individuals
The adaptive ranking tree captures a user’s preference over a
set of images. In our work, all of the images in the set depict
the same individual. We are able to use this information to
predict a user’s preference for another individual. However,
this is not as straightforward as simply applying the trained
hierarchical-SVM. A user may have certain preferences per
individual. For example, one might think Angelina Jolie looks
better with curly hair while Avril Lavigne looks better with
straight hair.
In order to handle this, we create ranking trees for images of multiple individuals. These trees represent a gallery
of preferences. Then for a new individual to rank, we find
the most similar image in our gallery and use a vote to decide with whom we are going to associate the new individual.
Here we simply use the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient [17] of attributes to measure similarity between
two images. We then use this associated person’s hierarchical SVM classifier to predict rankings of pictures of the new
person.

3. EXPERIMENTS
In order to verify our method, we first must determine what
makes a good ranking list. As we have mentioned earlier, a
full ranking can be ambiguous and a star rating system may
not meet different user’s needs. The goal of this paper is
to find a way to capture a user’s ranking preference that allows the most flexibility and accuracy. We run experiments
on a subset of the PubFig dataset [6] and compare different
techniques for collecting ranking lists from Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers. The PubFig dataset contains 200
celebrities and on average 297 images for each celebrity. Each
image is labeled with 65 attribute scores obtained from attribute classifiers (e.g. hair color, hair style, eyebrow style).
For this set of experiments we test to see how consistent users
are at ranking the same set of images and how well an algorithm trained on user data predicts the ranking for a different
set of images for the same subject. We also use the ranking
method we proposed to predict the attractiveness ranking of
unseen individuals. We compared this result to the RankSVM
method with equivalent classes [10]. We show that our ranking method is more accurate and preserves the user’s ranking
sensitivity.
3.1. Consistency and informativeness of different ranking
lists
Intuitively, we feel that users will be more consistent at ranking with a smaller number of bins. It should be easier for a
user to rank images into better and worse, than to rank them
into 10 bins. Even more trivially, to be consistent 100% of the
time, we could ask users to rank images into one bin. However this kind of ranking is not informative of the user’s preferences at all. In addition to consistency, it is important to
consider the informativeness captured in a ranking. A simple
way to do this is to compute the ratio of equal pairs to all pairs.
Suppose a ranking list R has L bins, {Bk |k ∈ {1, . . . L}},
and the k th bin contains nk images, |Bk | = nk . Here we
define the informativeness of such a ranking list as:

PL
nk
k=1 2
(4)
inf ormativeness(R) = 1 − PL

k=1

nk

2

For example, if all m images have been ranked into one bin,
all pairs of images would have equal rank. Then the ratio of
(m)
equal pairs to all pairs is 1− m2 = 0. If we have a unique bin
(2)
for each image, then no pairs have equal ranking. In this way
0
the ratio is 1 − m
= 1. In general, the larger the number
(2)
of bins employed by a user, the more informative the ranking
is. Figure 1 shows the relationship between bin numbers and
informativeness.
We test our ranking method on AMT. In our experiment,
we ask a user to rank a set of images of a celebrity. We ask
them to do this twice to measure the user’s ability to replicate
his or her original ranking. Each set contains 24 pictures of

Fig. 3. Relationship between informativeness and number of
bins. Red line is the highest informativeness a ranking can
provide with a certain number of bins and blue line is the
lowest (distribution of bins also influences the informativeness). We see that informativeness increases as the number
of bins increases. Although an individual can always rate images with one bin with high consistency, there is no informativeness in such a rating scheme.

a celebrity. After the user finishes ranking the set of images
for the first time, we ask the user to take a break and return to
rank the same set of images. In order to prevent the user from
easily memorizing the images, we change the order of images. We randomly select five celebrities (4 females, 1 male)
from the PubFig dataset for this experiment. We choose to
use more female celebrities since they exhibited greater variability in facial attributes and expressions. We have 150 AMT
workers do our experiments and each set of images is ranked
by 30 unique AMT workers. Each worker is asked to rank the
images in one of five different ways: 2-bin (namely good and
bad), 5-bin (one to five star rating), 10-bin (one to ten star rating), pairwise comparison (compare each pair of images and
see which one is better), and our hierarchical ranking method.
We use the Spearman’s footrule distance [18] to evaluate the
inter-user consistency and intra-user difference of our ranking. Ranked ties are assigned a rank equal to the average of
their positions in the ascending order of the values. With this
distance, the lower the score, the more similar the two ranking lists are and the more consistent the user is at ranking the
images.
As shown in Table 1, we can find that the distance between two rounds of rankings of the same user is far less
than the distance between two rankings from different users,
as one would expect since facial attractiveness is subjective.
The intra-user difference for the 2-bin ranking method is obviously smaller than other methods, which indicates users tend
to have a similar preference if they only divide a large set of
pictures into better vs. worse. As they go into finer comparison, the difference between users’ preferences will grow. We
desire a ranking method that is both informative and consistent with the users. We can see that our hierarchical ranking
list can maintain consistency comparable to the 2-bin ranking
with an effective bin count of 16.8, thereby providing consid-

inter-cons
intra-dif
bin num
time (s)

2-bin
3.61
5.05
2.00
54.29

5-bin
5.16
6.88
4.58
124.33

10-bin
5.51
7.17
7.85
129.67

pair
6.83
7.71
24
683.30

hierarchical
3.75
6.73
16.8
189.90

Table 1. Results comparing different ranking approaches.
Each column represents a different ranking method. From left
to right: 2-bin rating (divide the images into better vs. worse),
5-bin rating (rate the images from 1 to 5 stars), 10-bin rating
(rate the images from 1 to 10 stars), pairwise comparison and
our hierarchical ranking method. Each row is a measurement
we use to evaluate those methods. From top to bottom we
have: average inter-user consistency, average intra-user difference, average number of bins in the result ranking list and
average time consumed for ranking 24 images. The inter-user
consistency and intra-user difference is measured with Spearman’s footrule distance. The smaller the distance, the more
similar the two ranking lists.

beled average of 18.6 bins than the RankSVM result with 6.84
bins. We also provide some visualized results in Figure 5.

Distance
NoB in P
NoB in HLD

SP
6.21
11.4
18.6

Hierarchical
DP
DP(R)
6.84
7.62
10.4
8.12
18.0
18.0

SP
7.07
6.84
18.6

Rank-SVM
DP
DP(R)
7.55
7.75
6.52
6.60
18.0
18.0

Table 2. Results comparing our hierarchical-SVM approach
to RankSVM with equivalence. Here, SP means “Same Person.” DP means “Different Person.” H means “Hierarchical
SVM.” R means “RankSVM.” The (R) indicates the use of a
random associated person. NoB means “Number of Bins.” P
means “Prediction” and HLD means “Human labeled data.”
The distance between two ranking lists is measured with
Spearman’s footrule distance. We desire a small distance, indicating a result similar to the human labeled ranked lists.
3.3. Find the Associated Individuals

erably more informativeness than the 2-bin, 5-bin and 10-bin
ranking method. Although we require the AMT workers to
rate the picture from one to five or one to ten, they are not
using all of the scores we provide. On average, only 4.58 out
of 5 and 7.85 out of 10 scores are used. That is partly because
rating system with a fixed number of bins doesn’t meet everyone’s attractiveness sensitivity. From the time comparison of
the different ranking methods, we can see 2-bin ranking takes
the least time and pairwise comparison takes far more time
than other ranking methods. This echoes the observation in
[2], that pairwise comparison is very time consuming.
3.2. Predicting a user’s preference
When using a ranking method to predict a user-personalized
ranking list, we consider two aspects. The first one is the
accuracy of our method, which could be evaluated by using
the Spearman’s footrule distance between the prediction result and the human labeled ground truth. The other aspect
is how well our prediction result matches the user’s sensitivity of ranking. We evaluate this by comparing the number of
leaves in the tree and the number of bins in the prediction result. We desire a ranking list that is as consistent as possible,
and has a similar number of bins as the human-labeled ground
truth.
To test our hierarchical ranking method, we run experiments with 20 different celebrities’ photos sets (16 females,
4 males). There are 48 images for each celebrity. We split
the images into two groups, 24 for training and 24 for testing.
We collect hierarchical ranking lists from 150 different AMT
workers.
We compare our methods with improved RankSVM [10].
Results are shown in Table 2. We can see the hierarchical
SVM method performs better in accuracy, and on average it
results in 11.4 bins, which is more similar to the human la-

A user might have different tastes for different individuals.
Hence, associating the new individual with a similar known
individual is quite important. Such methods exist in face
recognition [19, 20] and have shown promising results. In this
experiment, we use the rankings of labeled individuals to predict the ranking of an unlabeled individual. We use the same
20 celebrities described in the previous section as the gallery.
We also randomly select another 8 females and 2 males from
PubFig to be ranked. For each individual in the test dataset,
we find the most similar individual in the training set and use
that individual’s ranking tree to predict the test subject’s ranking. We show some association results in Figure 4. A visualized example of ranking an unlabeled individual’s images is
given in Figure 5.

Fig. 4. Association results. For each pair, the individual on
the left is associated to the ranked individual on the right.
In addition to using the most similar subject’s hierarchical
tree, we also tested with a random subject’s tree. Table 2
shows that with such association procedure, the accuracy is
enhanced for both our hierarchical ranking method and the
RankSVM method.
4. CONCLUSIONS
We have introduced a new hierarchical way to collect rankings from users, which is adaptive to personalized ranking
sensitivity and preference. We conducted experiments on
facial attractiveness and demonstrated that our new ranking
method is better than traditional rating and ranking methods

Fig. 5. Example results of ranking: Each row represents a group of ranked images. The first row is user labeled training data.
The second row is user labeled ground truth. The third row is computer generated rankings. Adjacent images with the same
color box are ranked/classified as equally attractive. We only show one group of same-person ranking (first group) and one
group of different-person ranking (second group) here. More results can be found in the supplementary material.
in terms of reliability, efficiency and convenience. Furthermore, we used a hierarchical SVM to learn the user’s preference according to his or her ranked training data. Our experimental results show that our method is better at mirroring the
user’s preferences and ranking sensitivity than RankSVM.
There are still many interesting points in attractiveness
ranking remaining to explore. In this paper we only propose
a method to rank a set of images of the same subject. However in future work, we would like to rank sets of images that
contain multiple individuals, e.g. is Angelina Jolie’s bad day
more attractive than Jennifer Aniston’s good day? If we have
thousands of images to rank, our hierarchical labeling still
takes a lot of time. We would like to find ways to minimize
interactions with users and still get a reasonable ranking of all
the pictures. Our future work will focus on merging different
subjects’ attractiveness ranking.
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